BMW  Series
Gran Turismo

www.bmw.com

THE NEW BMW  SERIES GRAN TURISMO.
ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
ENTER A WORLD OF ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

 |  Exterior

ROOM FOR FREEDOM.
The new BMW  Series Gran Turismo does more than meet expectations, it comfortably exceeds them. This car unites
the seemingly irreconcilable – sporty, elegant coupé character and an impressive feeling of space. And both the exterior
and the interior are full of surprises, from major innovation to the smallest detail.
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You can also express your own unique personality with the BMW  Series Gran Turismo thanks to a wealth of individual
options from Original BMW Accessories.

 +  " light alloy wheels Double-spoke 
Cast.
 " light alloy wheels Multi-spoke 
Cast.
 " light alloy wheels Turbine styling 
Cast.
 " light alloy wheels Multi-spoke 
Cast.
Complete winter wheels (not pictured)
Specially designed for this vehicle. Available in  and
 inch.
Mud ﬂaps (not pictured)
Protect your car and the vehicle behind you against dirt
and loose chippings. Available for front and rear wheels.
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Recommended tyres
When buying new tyres, we recommend that you choose
those marked with the ﬁve-pointed star on the sidewalls.
Extensively tested by BMW and tailored to your BMW
model, they ensure an unforgettable driving experience.
Your BMW Service partner will be happy to advise you.

Car cover for windscreen and front side windows
(not pictured)
Special silver-coloured protector for the windscreen and
front side windows with a dirt-repellent and water and
heat-resistant surface. With BMW web address.

 Car Cover Future
With its aerodynamic looks and graphics that harmonise
with the vehicle’s design language, the car cover
underlines the sporting character of your BMW  Series
Gran Turismo. Protects against dirt, dust, water and
scratches. It can be used indoors and out and is suitable
for all seasons. Machine-washable up to °C.

 Further information on all wheel-and-tyre combinations
and complete winter wheels can be found in the
Accessories section of the BMW website.

Interior  | 

ELEGANCE MEETS FUNCTIONALITY.

interior temperature. For the utmost convenience, Thermo
Call enables direct activation and temperature setting by
phone or SMS, regardless of range. The matching BMW
Thermo Call app makes the feature even easier to control.

ORIGINAL BMW INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.
 -  Travel & Comfort system
The base attachment for this modular system simply
mounts between the headrest bars and can be used for
hangers, a folding table, a universal hook or an Apple
iPad holder (see page ).
 Backrest bag, Luxury
Your multi-faceted companion. The bag can be ﬁlled
with small items before setting off and easily attaches
to the rear of the driver’s or passenger’s seat. In a high

quality combination of genuine leather and ﬁnely
structured fabric. Also available in other combinations
for the Sport and Modern versions as well as black.

combinations for the Sport and Modern versions as
well as black.
Glasses and CD/DVD holder (not pictured)
Twice as functional, twice as easy. Simply attach to the
sunshade and it’s done. CDs or DVDs can be stored on
the inside, a pair of glasses on the outside.

 Rear storage bag, Luxury
Striking design meets intelligent functionality. In hardwearing material, the bag can be ﬁlled with items at
home and attaches to the centre belt on the rear seat.
In a high quality combination of genuine leather and
ﬁnely structured fabric. Also available in other

Auxiliary heating (not pictured)
For warm interior comfort before you start a winter’s
journey. The pre-heated cooling circuit also means that the
engine is protected during start up and fuel consumption
is reduced. The system is operated either through the T
or T remote control. The T, along with its general
Telestart features, has the Heating Time Management
system. Simply enter your departure time, set the comfort
level on the display and the system calculates the optimum,
energy-saving pre-heating time according to the car’s

 Key case for the Luxury Line
Attractive ﬁne-leather case for the ID fob of your
BMW  Series Gran Turismo. Also available in other
Line colours.
 Textile ﬂoor mats
A perfect ﬁt, dirt-repellent and water-resistant. The
Luxury version is in a deep matt black and features
the BMW logo in a metal insert. Other versions also
available.

 M footrest
Makes a bold impression in the footwell.
 M doorsill ﬁnishers
To complement the M features.

 For detailed information about the full range of
components for the interior of your BMW  Series
Gran Turismo, visit the Accessories section of the
BMW website.
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Communication & Information  | 

INFOTAINMENT AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL.
ORIGINAL BMW COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION ACCESSORIES.

 BMW holder for Apple iPad
Rear passengers can simply snap in any iPod model to
the base support of the Travel & Comfort system (see
page ) for ease of use. Adjustable for height and angle,
the holder can also be placed in a provided stand and
used outside the vehicle.

Digital roadmaps (not pictured)
Up to  per cent of the road network changes every
year, but with the latest digital roadmaps you are always
in the picture. Depending on country version, they offer
congestion warnings and RDS/TMC (Trafﬁc Message
Channel) functions. Model-dependent annual updates,
including certiﬁcate, are available via DVD or USB stick.

 BMW smartphone holder
Available for iPhone and Samsung Galaxy models.
Attaches to the windscreen and allows for horizontal
or vertical mounting of the smartphone. Insertion of
an NFC-enabled device automatically activates the
BMW Wireless app for optimum in-car telephony or
the playback of music through the vehicle’s speakers.
Includes a -volt USB charger and is ﬁtted without
any visible cabling.
 Snap-in adapter
Docking system for current mobile phones from Apple,
Nokia, Motorola and Sony Ericsson as well as RIM
BlackBerry® devices. In conjunction with the mobile
phone preparation with Bluetooth interface, the adapter
charges the phone while optimum network reception is
ensured via the vehicle’s external aerial. Depending on
vehicle equipment and the mobile phone being used in
the snap-in adapter, music ﬁles stored on the phone can
be played and album covers are shown on the Control
Display. BMW apps can also be used.
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 Tablet DVD system
Two portable seven-inch monitors for mounting on the
headrests. The DVD player, integrated into one of the
monitors, plays video DVDs plus photo and audio CDs
(including MP format). Pictures and music from USB
sticks and memory cards can also be viewed/played.
Perfect sound is delivered by infrared stereo

headphones specially developed for the system. They
offer individual volume control and excellent comfort.
BMW Car Hotspot LTE (not pictured)
The mobile internet experience has entered a new
dimension. With the BMW Car Hotspot LTE, you and
your passengers can go online with up to eight wireless
devices – and all at LTE data speed. All that is required

is for a SIM card to be inserted into the BMW Car Hotspot
LTE or a mobile phone with a SAP interface. The BMW
Car Hotspot LTE ﬁts into the snap-in adapter in the centre
armrest or, thanks to its integrated battery, can be used
outside the vehicle. If the LTE network is not available,
UMTS (HSDPA) or GSM can be used. Roaming while
abroad can be optionally deactivated.

 Adapter for multimedia connectivity
Allows you to connect Apple iPods/iPhones, MP players
or smartphones from other brands to the audio system.
Includes charging function and the display of titles and
playlists. Operation is easy either via the multifunction
steering wheel, the iDrive Controller or the radio.
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Transport & Luggage  | 

THEORY GETS PRACTICAL.
ORIGINAL BMW TRANSPORTATION & LUGGAGE ACCESSORIES.
 +  Bicycle/e-bike holder for trailer tow hitch
For the transport of up to two bicycles or e-bikes. An
extension set for a third bike is available. The holder and
bikes are secured against theft. The holder pivots down
to allow tailgate access and can be folded and stored in
the boot.

 Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted
This impressive non-slip mat in hard-wearing plastic ﬁts
perfectly and lies completely ﬂat. It also features storage
pouches on the left and right for smaller items such as
gloves. Oil and solvent-resistant. Available in the Sport
and Modern versions as well as black.

 Trailer tow hitch with fully electric swivelling
tow ball
For high trailer loads of up to ,kg, with a nose weight
of up to kg. With trailer stability control. Retracts out of
sight.

 Ski and snowboard bag, Luxury
Unlike other similar products, this allows up to four pairs
of skis or three snowboards to be transported securely
and cleanly. It attaches to the front lashing eyes in the
luggage compartment, is easy to detach and also has
two wheels so the bag can be pulled with ease outside
the vehicle. Tested according to high BMW quality and
safety standards. In a high quality combination of genuine
leather and ﬁnely structured fabric and featuring the
BMW logo in a metal insert. Also available in other
material combinations for the Sport and Modern versions
as well as black.

 Luggage compartment organiser
Protective ﬁtted luggage compartment mat and intelligent
transport system in one. A movable upper section allows
for the manoeuvring of heavy objects in the boot and also
provides load-sill protection. Thanks to a pull-out divider
and two side pockets, small items can also be carried
securely and without slipping.
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 Transport & Luggage

BMW roof box , L x W x H:  x  x cm
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BMW roof box , L x W x H:  x  x cm

BMW roof box , L x W x H:  x  x cm
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 +  BMW roof boxes
Easy loading and unloading thanks to an innovative
system that opens from both sides. Highly secure
thanks to integrated, triple central locking. Available
with a -litre (pic ) or -litre capacity in silver,
black, white or titanium. A -litre silver version is
also available.

 -  BMW base support system, lockable
Maximum permissible roof load: kg. With support
bars in high-strength aluminium tubing, the BMW
base support system is equipped with an anti-theft
feature and complies with the most stringent safety
requirements.

 Touring cycle holder, lockable
Robust attachment for transporting a bicycle with a frame
diameter of  to mm. Also suitable for a mountain
bike with a tyre size of  inches. A bike can be quickly
attached to the holder with a simple mounting system.

SPA TREATMENT
FOR YOUR BMW.

Sparkling paintwork, immaculate leather, a highly polished look. With Original BMW Care products, you can give
your BMW some very special treatment. Perfectly designed for high-quality materials, they provide gentle care
and strong protection. And whether it’s for the interior or the exterior, the wheel rims or the windscreen, you will
always ﬁnd exactly the right solution for any task.

PREMIUM CARE WITH
ORIGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS.

More about BMW

www.bmw.com

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

EQUIPPED WITH THE BEST IDEAS.
THE ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES RANGE AT A GLANCE.
Exterior
Car Cover for windscreen and front side
windows
Car Cover Future
Complete winter wheels
Light alloy wheels
" light alloy wheels Multi-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Double-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Multi-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Turbine styling 
Mud ﬂaps
Interior
Auxiliary heating












Backrest bag, Luxury
Glasses and CD/DVD holder
Key case for the Luxury Line
M doorsill ﬁnishers
M footrest
Rear storage bag, Luxury
Textile ﬂoor mats
Travel & Comfort system
Communication & Information
Adapter for multimedia connectivity
BMW Car Hotspot LTE
BMW holder for Apple iPad
BMW smartphone holder
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Digital roadmaps
Infrared stereo headphones
Snap-in adapter
Tablet DVD system
Transport & Luggage
Bicycle/e-bike holder for trailer tow hitch
BMW base support system, lockable
BMW roof boxes
Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted
Luggage compartment organiser
Ski and snowboard bag, Luxury
Touring cycle holder, lockable













Trailer tow hitch with fully electric
swivelling tow ball
Cleaning & Care
Glass cleaner
Interior care
Natural Care Products
Paint and wheel care
Special applications

Please contact your BMW Service Centre for detailed information on all
BMW services or visit www.bmw.com

The models illustrated in this brochure may show items of optional equipment which are not part of the standard speciﬁcation.
Not all product variants shown. Subject to changes in design, equipment speciﬁcations and content. Errors and omissions
excepted. Apple®, iPhone®, iPad® and iPod® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. © BMW AG, Munich, Germany.
Not to be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of BMW AG, Munich.
Part number       , BB-. Printed in Germany /.



